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What's New

Default value for LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE
The default value for LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE in lsf.conf is now
LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE=N. LSF executes jobs on the Windows host with the logon as a batch
job Windows Logon Type.

Installation sets LSB_QUERY_PORT in lsf.conf
to improve performance

Applies only to Linux/UNIX.

To improve performance, the installation script now automatically sets LSB_QUERY_PORT in
lsf.conf.

New Kerberos integration
There is a new way to integrate with Kerberos 5: the User TGT (Ticket-Granting Ticket) Forwarding
integration.

This integration forwards the user’s TGT from the submission host to the execution host and renews it
as needed so that the job can access any Kerberized services such as a database, or a mail server for example.

The new parameter LSF_FORWARD_USER_TGT in lsf.conf enables this integration.

Automatic update of external user groups in
lsb.users

The new parameter EGROUP_UPDATE_INTERVAL in lsb.params sets an interval at whic h LSF
automatically retrieves external user group information and updates lsb.users, eliminating the need
for manual reconfiguration by the LSF administrator.

What's New
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Interactive Logon
Use the interactive logon option to modify the Windows Logon Type on the execution host (the host
running the job)from logon as a batch job to logon interactively when jobs are run on the execution
host.

About interactive logon
In order for jobs to run, the Windows user account privilege logon as a batch job must be set on all
Windows hosts that can run jobs for Windows submission user accounts. A job fails if the submitting
Windows user account does not have this privilege on the execution host.

Enabling interactive logon is an alternative to setting the logon as a batch job privilege for all users running
work on Windows hosts.

In environments where it is not desirable to assign a logon as a batch job privilege to all Windows user
accounts, you can enable the interactive logon option and assign the logon interactively privilege to all
Windows user accounts instead. LSF uses logon interactively instead of logon as a batch job when
running jobs.

Scope

Operating system • Windows hosts (all supported Platforms).

Not required for • UNIX execution hosts.
• User account mapping UNIX hosts.

Application • This option applies to Windows execution hosts.

Dependencies • On Windows hosts that may run work, you must grant the logon
interactively privilege to Windows user accounts.

Limitations • You can configure this option and use logon interactively or use logon as
a batch job. You cannot use both at the same time.

LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE

Syntax
LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE=Y|y|N|n

Description
If LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE is set to Y or y in lsf.conf, LSF executes jobs on the Windows host
with the logon interactively Windows Logon Type.

If LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE is set to N, n, or any other value in lsf.conf, LSF executes jobs on
the Windows host with the logon as a batch job Windows Logon Type.

Interactive Logon
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If LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE is not set in lsf.conf, LSF executes jobs on the Windows host:

• With the logon as a batch job Windows Logon Type when the operating system on the Windows
execution host is earlier thanVista.

• With the logon interactively Windows Logon Type when the operating system on the Windows
execution host is Vista or later.

Default
LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE=N, LSF executes jobs on the Windows host with the logon as a batch
job Windows Logon Type.

Enable interactive logon
Prerequisites:

Set the logon interactively privilege for submission Windows user accounts on all hosts where a job
submitted by these Windows users could run.

1. Ast the LSF administrator, set LSB_LOGON_INTERACTIVE=Y in lsf.conf.

This setting authorizes Windows user accounts that have the logon interactively privilege set in the
local security policy on the host that runs the job.

Important:
The job will fail if the submission user account does not have the logon
interactively privilege on the Windows execution host.

2. Run badmin reconfig.

Interactive Logon
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Using Kerberos with LSF
LSF has two types of integrations with Kerberos 5:

• Full integration: provides full support for Kerberos authentication for your cluster and for
MultiCluster environments. This integration includes TGT (Ticket-Granting Ticket) forwarding and
renewing, as well as kerberization of LSF services. Contact Platform Computing for more details.

• User TGT (Ticket-Granting Ticket) Forwarding integration: forwards the user’s TGT from the
submission host to the execution host and renews it as needed so that the job can access any Kerberized
services such as a database, or a mail server for example.

In most cases, the User TGT Forwarding integration is all that you need.

Kerberos User TGT Forwarding in LSF
If you have Kerberos security in your environment, and LSF jobs require access to resources in which
Kerberos security is used, such as databases or a mail server, you need to configure User TGT (Ticket-
Granting Ticket) Forwarding in LSF.

When Kerberos security is used, a user logs on to the submission host and receives a TGT valid for a
specific amount of time. The user can then proceed to use any services that require authenticaion without
authenticating again.

When a user submits a job to LSF, LSF sends the job to an execution host.

If User TGT Forwarding is not enabled in LSF:

• A job can still run successfully provided it does not require access to any Kerberized services.
• If the job requires access to a Kerberized service such as a database or a mail server for example, the

job will fail because the TGT granted to the user on the submission host does not exist on the execution
host.

If User TGT Forwarding is enabled in LSF:

• LSF automatically forwards the TGT for the user that submitted the job to the execution host,
guaranteeing that the job can access any Kerberized service using the submission user account.

• The TGT for that user is automatically renewed to ensure the TGT is valid during the job lifecycle.

The TGT is automatically renewed when the job is pending or running in LSF.

By default, the TGT is automatically renewed every 15 minutes. You can specify a different renewal
interval by editing the RENEW_INTERVAL parameter in the $LSF_SERVERDIR/daemons.wrap
file.

By default, the TGT renewal command is kinit -R. You can specify a different command by editing
the RENEW_KRB5CC parameter in the $LSF_SERVERDIR/daemons.wrap file.

Limitations
User TGT Forwarding is not supported on Windows and Solaris.

The following are not supported with User TGT Forwarding:

• LSF user account mapping.
• TGT forwarding and renewal for:

Using Kerberos with LSF
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• Job arrays
• Chunk jobs
• Migrating, checkpointing, and restarting jobs

• TGT forwarding and renewal between multiple clusters in a MultiCluster environment.
• Jobs that run longer than the TGT renewal lifetime—If a user’s job runs longer than the TGT renewal

lifetime, LSF will be unable to renew the ticket, and as a result the job will fail as it will not have access
to Kerberized services. In such a case, you will need to increase the ticket renewal lifetime and submit
the job again.

Enable User TGT Forwarding in LSF
Prerequisites:

• Ensure the Kerberos TGT is forwardable and renewable.
• Ensure a user’s TGT exists and is specified with the environment variable $KRB5CCNAME on the

submission host. You can also check the default credential directory for your operating system. For
example, on Linux, the default credential directory is /tmp/krb5cc_uid . This is required for LSF
to be able to forward and renew the TGT.

1. Log on to the LSF master host as root, or as the LSF administrator.
2. Set your environment.

For example, in csh or tcsh:

source /usr/lsf/lsf_8/conf/cshrc.lsf

For example, in sh, ksh, or bash:

. /usr/lsf/lsf_8/conf/profile.lsf

3. Shut down LSF with the commandlsfshutdown.
4. Enable LSF to use Kerberos.

a) Back up the existing eauth.

mv $LSF_SERVERDIR/eauth $LSF_SERVERDIR/eauth.backup
b) Rename eauth.krb5 as eauth.

mv $LSF_SERVERDIR/eauth.krb5 $LSF_SERVERDIR/eauth

5. Enable User TGT Forwarding.
a) In lsf.conf, add LSF_FORWARD_USER_TGT=y .
b) Save lsf.conf.

6. Start up LSF with the command lsfstartup.

To test that everything is working properly, submit a job that requires access to a Kerberized
service. The job should complete successfully.

If the job fails, you can check the following log files:

• On the LSF master host, and also on the execution host(depending on where the problem
occurs): /tmp/daemons.wrap.log

• On the execution host:

• /tmp/jobRenew.host_name.job_ID.log—For errors related to running jobs.

Using Kerberos with LSF
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• /tmp/pendJobRenewer.process_ID.log—For errors related to pending jobs. The
process ID is the ID of the LSF mbd.

LSF_FORWARD_USER_TGT

Syntax
LSF_FORWARD_USER_TGT=y | n

Description
Not supported on Windows, Solaris, HP.

Use if you have Kerberos security in your environment, and LSF jobs require access to resources in which
Kerberos security is used, such as databases or a mail server.

If this parameter is set:

• LSF automatically forwards the Ticket-Granting Ticket(TGT) for the user that submitted the job to
the execution host, guaranteeing that the job can access any Kerberized service using the submission
user account.

• The TGT for that user is automatically renewed to ensure the TGT is valid during the job lifecycle.

The TGT is automatically renewed when the job is pending or running in LSF.

By default, the TGT is automatically renewed every 15 minutes. You can specify a different renewal
interval by editing the RENEW_INTERVAL parameter in the $LSF_SERVERDIR/daemons.wrap
file.

By default, the TGT renewal command is kinit -R. You can specify a different command by editing
the RENEW_KRB5CC parameter in the $LSF_SERVERDIR/daemons.wrap file.

If this parameter is not set:

• A job can still run successfully provided it does not require access to any Kerberized services.
• If the job requires access to a Kerberized service such as a database or a mail server for example, the

job will fail because the TGT granted to the user on the submission host does not exist on the execution
host.

Default
Not defined—user TGT forwarding and renewal is not enabled. If a job requires access to a Kerberized
service, the job will fail.

Using Kerberos with LSF
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Automatic Update of External User Groups

EGROUP_UPDATE_INTERVAL

Syntax
EGROUP_UPDATE_INTERVAL=hours

Description
Specify a time interval, in hours, for which dynamic user group information in lsb.users will be updated
automatically. There is no need to run badmin reconfig.

In the LSF_SERVERDIR, there should be an executable named egroup to manage the user group
members. When EGROUP_UPDATE_INTERVAL is set, and when the time interval is matched, you get
the updated members from egroup.

If this parameter is not set, then you must update the user groups manually by running badmin
reconfig.

Default
0 (not defined)

Automatic Update of External User Groups
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